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3SI Security Systems and Wren Solutions Announce Charlie 
Erickson as Chief Technology Officer 
 
Malvern, PA and Jefferson City, MO, January 3, 2024 –  
 

3SI Security Systems and Wren Solutions, pioneers in security technology, are excited to 

welcome Charlie Erickson as our new Chief Technology Officer (CTO). Bringing over 30 years of 

extensive experience in the security industry, Charlie joins us with a rich history of innovation and 

technological advancement. 

Charlie started his career by designing advanced access control systems for nuclear power plants, 

exhibiting his early dedication to high-security standards. He later made significant progress in video 

innovation by creating patented video capture technology still widely used in central monitoring stations 

today. 

Holding several tech-focused leadership roles, Charlie’s experience also includes commercializing 

integrated video solutions and utilizing cloud technology for enhanced data accessibility.  In his former 

role as CTO at Securitas Technology, Charlie has excelled in merging cloud and IoT technology, AI, and 

machine learning with physical security systems, delivering substantial business insights and value. 

"We are thrilled to have Charlie Erickson join us as our new CTO," stated Matt Kushner, CEO. "His 

unparalleled expertise in the security industry and his visionary approach to technology and innovation 

will propel our company to new heights. We look forward to seeing how his leadership will enhance our 

offerings and benefit our clients." 

"First, I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to the exceptional teams at 3Xlogic, PACOM, Sonitrol, 

and Securitas, and the invaluable experience working with world-class teams on state-of-the-art 

solutions,” Charlie remarked. "The significant technological foundation, customer base, and unique 

leadership in community policing established by 3SI and Wren is truly impressive, and I am eager to 

contribute to its growth and evolution. I am confident that as we expand these businesses, we will 

significantly deliver on our SaferWorld mission.” 

Charlie is poised to bring his knowledge and experience to 3SI and Wren.  His appointment 

demonstrates our commitment to our mission and vision, which showcases our continued dedication to 

security innovation and breaking the crime cycle for our customers and law enforcement partners. With 

his proven track record in enhancing security technologies and driving business value through 

innovation, Charlie is set to be an asset to our team. 

 

https://www.3sisecurity.com/
https://wrensolutions.com/
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About 3SI Security Systems and Wren Solutions 
With a combined 90 years of experience, 3SI and Wren are leading global security technology 
providers.  Our offerings, encompassing GPS tracking and video analytics, empower law 
enforcement agencies to stop crime, leading to more than 18,000 arrests. Our services are trusted 
by financial institutions, retailers, and over 10,000 law enforcement partners. Furthermore, 3SI's 
CovertTrack division actively provides local and federal agencies with custom-built solutions for 
proactive crime prevention.  
 
Discover more at https://saferworld.solutions/. 
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3SI Security Systems 
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